
GETTING OVER A BAD COLD SIMPLE

Sadly, there's no quick cure for the common cold or the flu. Take it easy. Getting plenty of fluids thins your mucus and
breaks up congestion. Over-the- counter saltwater sprays make your nostrils moist, which makes it easier to blow your.

Avoid asking your doctor for antibiotics for a cold or using old antibiotics you have on hand. It seems that
vitamin D may help immune cells identify and destroy the bacteria and viruses that can sometimes make us
sick. Add some garlic for its powerful anti-viral, anti-bacterial and anti-catarrhal properties, and some chilli,
which acts as a natural decongestant. Should you swap your coffee for green tea? In one randomized control
trial, administering a fermented probiotic drink to children in daycare reduced the incidence of common
infectious diseases compared with the placebo. Cold remedies that don't work The list of ineffective cold
remedies is long. Mm, delish. We say you can probably skip these pricey supplements and focus your time
and money on eating real food. The act of gargling can also loosen mucus, which holds on to allergens,
bacteria, and fungi that keep you feeling ill. This is your free pass to take multiple naps in addition to having a
fair few early nights. It appears to be safe for healthy adults, but it can interact with many drugs. Bottom Line
So the jury is still out on a number of edible cures, but feeling well is about much more than just the absence
of disease. Available to buy from powerhealth. OTC cold and cough medications may cause serious and even
life-threatening side effects in children. More on:. However, a little work is fine in moderation. However,
taking vitamin C before the onset of cold symptoms may shorten the duration of symptoms. Vegetables are
packed with powerful antioxidants like vitamin C, which is most prominently known for its role in boosting
immune function. Change the water daily, and clean the unit according to the manufacturer's instructions.
Sleep But, don't just think you're resting because you're chilling out. The results from the study indicated that
among subjects taking the key tea component, there were  Water, juice, clear broth or warm lemon water with
honey helps loosen congestion and prevents dehydration. Load your soup with garlic Like a lot of home
remedies , the jury is still out on garlic as a cold cure. Rest, drink fluids and keep the air around you moist.
Garlic may not be date-night friendly, but neither is coughing up a lung.


